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Ref: 1694  Semi Detached Villa, Bolnuevo 159,000€

195m² 108m² 3 2

SEMI-DETACHED, 3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOM VILLA WITH BEAUTIFUL SUNNY TERRACES, SEA VIEWS, 195M2 PLOT,
PRIVATE SWIMMING POOL AND STORAGE ROOM.  This unique villa, built in 1974, is in a great location, just a 10 minute walk to
the beautiful beaches of Bolnuevo and multiple shops, bars and restaurants.  On the ground floor this property offers a lounge and
dining area, a separate fully fitted kitchen and a large bathroom with a basin, toilet and a bath with shower over. well designed for
access from the pool terrace s well as the main house.  A feature staircase looking over the lounge sweeps up to the first floor. Here
you will find two double bedrooms and a single, all with built in wardrobes. The two double bedrooms have access to a
balcony/terrace with sea views. Also on this level is a shower room fitted with toilet, basin and shower.  At the rear of the property
there is brick built storage as well as a utility area. The pool terrace has been re tiled and well looked after, the swimming pool is
around 7Mx3M with plenty of space to sit around.  Bolnuevo village has beautiful beaches, bars, restaurants and a couple of small
supermarkets. A bus service runs to the Port of Mazarron and...

Important Notice: These details have been produced in good faith and are believed to be accurate based upon the information supplied but they are not intended to form part of a contract. You are strongly advised to

check the availability of the property before travelling any distance to view. Any intending purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these

particulars.


